OFFICE OF STRATEGIC SERVICES

INTEROFFICE MEMO

FROM:

Norman L. Crowley

A.

DATE:

October 15, 1942

A. Kimbel
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In connection with the material which we found in a
•
file.cabinet in the Apex building an the above . subject„
we did not make a detailed list of tha•contents of the
envelope. The contents was varied. It consisted of
photographs, photostats of letters, thotostats of maps,
etc.
In connection with the delivery of this material, we
, pte a letter to Mr. Weisberg, as per the attached copy.
(Te'Instructed our courier to get Yr. raisbergst signature
and' acknowledgement on the copy of the letter. In addition, we also wrote right on the enveloe, nTo be delivered only to addressee", and called this to the specific
attention of the courier.
In spite of this, when the courier arrived at
Yr. Weisbergst apartment, he found a note on the door
saying that Mr. Weisberg ti as out and to go down stairs
and see Mr. Weinstein in a shop and to deliver the
material to him. The courier found :1.r. Teinstein and
upon delivering the package to him
T;einstain signed
the regular Registry Office Receipt and gave to our
courier a receipt written in Ur. Weisberge.1 handwritting
which reads as follows:
Received of Mr. Crowley, O.S.S. envelope
containing various data on Chile F
._'a certain
activities in Chile.
Harold Weisberg
Our courier then proceeded with Yr. Weinstein to
Mr. Weisbergsl apartment. Mr. Weinstein had a key to the
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apartment. He placed the envelope in the apartment
and then locked it up% Our courier did not get a
copy of our letter signed either by Mr, Weisberg or .
•
Mr. Weinstein.

Attachment

